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Abstract

We address the elusive goal of estimating optical flow both accurately and efficiently by adopting a sparse-to-dense approach. Given a set of sparse matches, we regress to dense optical flow using a learned set of full-frame basis flow fields. We learn the principal components of natural flow fields using flow computed from four Hollywood movies. Optical flow fields are then compactly approximated as a weighted sum of the basis flow fields. Our new PCA-Flow algorithm robustly estimates these weights from sparse feature matches. The method runs in under 200ms/frame on the MPI-Sintel dataset using a single CPU and is more accurate and significantly faster than popular methods such as LDOF and Classic+NL. For some applications, however, the results are too smooth. Consequently, we develop a novel sparse layered flow method in which each layer is represented by PCA-Flow. Unlike existing layered methods, estimation is fast because it uses only sparse matches. We combine information from different layers into a dense flow field using an image-aware MRF. The resulting PCA-Layers method runs in 3.2s/frame, is significantly more accurate than PCA-Flow, and achieves state-of-the-art performance in occluded regions on MPI-Sintel.

1. Introduction

Recent progress in optical flow estimation has led to increased accuracy, driven in part by benchmarks such as Middlebury [3], MPI-Sintel [10], and KITTI [16]. In particular, recent methods use either sparse or dense matching to capture long-range motions while exploiting traditional variational techniques to obtain high accuracy [9, 24, 26, 28, 29, 50, 53]. Still other methods use layered models or segmented regions to reason about occlusion relationships and better estimate motion at boundaries and in unmatched regions [24, 28, 43, 46]. In many applications, however, speed is at least as important. Most accurate methods require several seconds to many minutes per frame. Efficient methods are often less accurate or require a GPU (or both).

To address both accuracy and speed we propose a new sparse-to-dense approach that is based on sparse feature matching followed by interpolation. Sparse features are efficient to compute robustly and can capture long-range motions. By interpolating between these sparse matches, dense flow can be computed efficiently. However, due to outliers in the sparse matches and uneven covering of the images, generic interpolators do not work well. Instead, we learn an interpolant from training optical flow fields via principal component analysis (PCA).

The idea of learning linear models of flow is not new [7, 15], but previous work applied such models only in image patches, not to full images. To train our PCA model we use optical flow computed from 8 hours of video frames from four commercial movies using an existing flow algorithm (GPUflow [52]). To deal with noise in the training flow we use a robust PCA method that scales well to our huge training set [21].

Our method computes dense flow by estimating the location in the PCA subspace that best explains the sparse matches (Fig. 1(c)). At first it is not immediately obvious that one can represent generic flow fields using a low-dimensional PCA basis constructed from computed flow; we demonstrate that this indeed works.

This approach is very efficient. Our novel flow algorithm, called PCA-Flow, has a runtime of about 190 ms
per frame on a standard CPU; this is the fastest CPU-based method on both KITTI [16] and MPI-Sintel [10]. While there is a trade-off between accuracy and speed, and PCA-Flow cannot compete with the most accurate methods, it is significantly more accurate than the next fastest method on KITTI and is more accurate than recent, widely used methods such as LDOF [9] and Classic+NL [44] on MPI-Sintel. Interestingly, by learning from enough data, we obtain a lower error than the algorithm used to train our PCA basis.

While fast and sufficiently accurate for many tasks, PCA-Flow does not contain high-frequency spatial information and consequently oversmooths the flow at motion boundaries. To obtain sharp motion boundaries while retaining efficiency, we propose a novel layered flow model where each layer is a PCA-Flow field estimated from a subset of the sparse matches. Previous layered models are computationally expensive [45, 46]. By working with sparse matches and the learned PCA interpolator, the motion of each layer can be efficiently computed using Expectation Maximization (EM) [23].

To compute a final dense flow field, we must combine the flow fields estimated for each layer. We do so using a Markov Random Field (MRF) that incorporates image evidence to select among PCA-Flow fields at each pixel. This PCA-Layers method computes optical flow fields with much sharper motion boundaries and reduces the overall errors (Fig. 1(d)). At the same time, it is still reasonably fast, taking on average 3.2s/frame on MPI-Sintel. On Sintel it is more accurate than recent methods like MDP-Flow2 [53], EPPM [4], MLDP-OF [33], Classic+NL [44] and the traditional layered approach, FC-2Layers-FF [46], which is at least two orders of magnitude slower. Most interestingly, PCA-Layers is particularly good in occluded (unmatched) regions, achieving lower errors there than DeepFlow [50] on Sintel.

For research purposes, the code for both methods and the learned optical flow basis are available at [1].

2. Previous work

Both optical flow and sparse feature tracking have long histories. Here we focus on the elements and combinations most related to our approach. Traditional variational methods for optical flow achieve good results for smooth and small motions, but fail in the presence of long-range motions. Feature matching, on the other hand, requires sufficient local image structure, and therefore only yields sparse results. They must therefore be “densified”, either through explicit interpolation/regression, or through integration in a variational framework.

Sparse features in optical flow. The idea of using tracked features to estimate motion has its roots in early signal processing [5]. Early optical flow methods used correlation matching to deal with large motions [2].

Gibson and Spann [18] describe a two-stage method that first estimates sparse feature tracks, followed by an interpolation stage. Their tracking stage uses an MRF to enforce spatio-temporal smoothing, while the interpolation phase essentially optimizes a traditional dense optical flow objective. This makes the method computationally expensive.

Nicolescu and Medioni [34] use feature matching to get candidate motions and use tensor voting for interpolation. They then segment the flow into regions using only the flow information. Our PCA-Flow method has similar stages but uses a learned PCA basis for densification.

Lang et al. [26] first track sparse features over an image sequence and then use an image-guided filtering approach to interpolate between the features. They rely on temporal smoothness over multiple frames. Their results are visually appealing, but they report poor performance on Middlebury and do not evaluate on Sintel or KITTI.

Leordeanu et al. [28] use k-NN to find correspondences of features on a grid, and iteratively refine estimates of locally affine motion and occlusions. They follow this with a standard variational optical flow method [44]. Their algorithm requires 39 minutes per pair of frames on Sintel.

Several methods combine feature matching and traditional variational methods in a single optimization. Liu et al. [29] combine dense SIFT features with an optical flow-based regularization. Brox and Malik [9] match regions segmented in both frames using both region and HOG descriptors. These descriptor matches then form an additional data term in their dense flow optimization. Kennedy and Taylor [24] use a traditional data term in triangulated patches together with dense HOG matches; their method, TF+OFM performs well on MPI Sintel but is computationally expensive (350s on KITTI). Weinzaepfel et al. [50] use a similar approach, but propose a novel matching mechanism termed DeepFlow. Xu et al. [53] use sparse SIFT features to generate additional translational flow hypotheses. They then use a labeling approach to assign a pixel to one of those hypotheses, or to more traditional variational flow.


Computing flow quickly. Zach et al. [54] were the first to demonstrate optical flow computation on a GPU. Using a traditional objective function they show how a total variation approach can be parallelized with a shader. They achieve real-time performance for small resolutions (320 × 240 pixels). Welbergen et al. [52] extend this approach to robust regularization. On a recent GPU, their algorithm takes approximately 2 seconds per frame at a resolution of 1024 × 436 pixels. Rannacher [35] presents an extremely fast method, but requires stereo images and a
pre-computed disparity field (for example, using an FPGA). Sundaram et al. [47] port the large-displacement optical flow method [9] to a GPU, with a runtime of 1.8 seconds for image pairs of 640 × 480 pixels. The reported runtimes depend on image resolution and the type of GPU.

Tao et al. [48] propose an algorithm that scales sub-linearly with image input resolution by computing the flow on a selected subset of the image pixels and interpolating the remaining pixels. However, it still has a running time of around 2 seconds on Middlebury image pairs. Bao et al. [4] use a GPU to make their recent EPPM method run at about 0.25s/frame on Sintel. Our basic method is slightly less accurate, but around 60 ms faster and does not require a GPU. Our layered method is more accurate but takes 3.2s/frame.

**Non-local smoothing and layers.** Optical flow regularization typically uses small neighborhoods but recent work suggests the value of non-local regularization. This can be done via median filtering [44, 51] or a densely connected MRF [25]. Here we achieve non-local smoothing using the learned PCA basis.

Layered models [13, 23, 42, 45, 46, 49] provide another approach. The advantage of layered models is that the segmentation is related to the scene geometry. The disadvantage of current methods, however, is that the runtime varies between tens of minutes [46] to tens of hours [45].

**Learning spatial models of flow.** Simple linear models (translational or affine) of optical flow in image patches have a long history [31]. As patch size grows, so does the complexity of the motion, and such models are no longer appropriate [23]. Consequently such linear models are typically used only locally.

Fleet et al. [15] extend the linear modeling approach by using PCA to learn basis flow fields from examples. They estimate the coefficients of these models in patches using a computationally expensive warping-based optimization scheme. Our approach of using sparse features is more efficient and can cope with long range correspondences. Chessa et al. [12] use basis flow fields in local patches, which accounts for affine motion plus deformation due to the geometric structure of the scene. Several authors have explored PCA models of walking humans [14, 20].

Roberts et al. [37] learn an optical flow subspace for egomotion using probabilistic PCA. Using this subspace, they estimate a dense flow field from sparse motion estimates. They restrict themselves to egomotion, train and test on similar sequences captured from the same platform, and use only a two-dimensional subspace with a low resolution of 45 × 13 pixels. Recent work extends this, but focuses on semantic classification into obstacle classes from this motion subspace, rather than accurate motion estimation [36].

Beyond these linear models, there is little work on learning spatial models for the full flow field. Roth and Black [39] learn a high-order MRF model for the spatial regularization of optical flow, but the neighborhood is still small (5 × 5 pixels). Rosenbaum et al. [38] learn a spatial model of flow and use this for flow denoising rather than estimation. Gibson and Marques [19] use an overcomplete dictionary of optical flow in patches to regularize the flow.

### 3. A learned basis for optical flow

Our basic assumption is that optical flow fields can be approximated as a weighted sum over a relatively small number of basis flow fields \( b_n, n = 1 \ldots N \), with corresponding weights \( w_n \)

\[
\mathbf{u} \approx \sum_{n=1}^{N} w_n b_n. \tag{1}
\]

Here, \( \mathbf{u} \) and \( b_n \) are vectorized optical flow fields, containing the horizontal and vertical motions stacked as column vectors: \( \mathbf{u} = (\mathbf{u}_x^T, \mathbf{u}_y^T)^T \). We assume separate basis vectors for the horizontal and vertical flow components, so that the horizontal motion is spanned by \( \{b_n\}_{n=1,\ldots,N} \), and the vertical by \( \{b_n\}_{n=N+1,\ldots,2N} \).

#### 3.1. Learning the flow basis

To learn the basis flow fields, we use data from four Hollywood movies spanning several genres (Star Wars, Babel, The Constant Gardener, Land of Plenty). For each movie, we compute the optical flow using GPuFlow [52]. This method is not the most accurate (as we will see, it is less accurate than our PCA-Flow algorithm trained using it). However, it is the fastest method with an available reference implementation, and has a runtime of approximately 2 seconds per frame. Computing the optical flow takes approximately 4 days per movie. The computed flow is then resized to 512 × 256 pixels and the magnitudes of the flow values are scaled accordingly; this is the same resolution used in [50].

From the computed optical flow fields, we randomly select 180,000 frames, limited by the maximum amount of memory at our disposal. We first subtract the mean flow, which contains some consistent boundary artifacts caused by the GPuFlow method. Note that here, the dimensionality of our components is higher than the number of data points. However, compared to the theoretical dimensionality, we extract only a very small fraction of the principal components, here \( N = 500, 250 \) for the horizontal motion and 250 for the vertical. Since the computed optical flow contains outliers due to editing cuts and frames for which the optical flow computation fails, we use a robust PCA method to compute the principal components [21]. The total time required to extract 500 components is approximately 22 hours. However, this has to be done only once and offline; we make the learned basis available [1]. Figure 2 shows the first 12 flow components in the horizontal and vertical directions. Note that one could also train a com-
4. Estimating flow

Given an image sequence and the learned flow basis, we estimate the coefficients that define the optical flow. To that end, we first compute sparse feature matches to establish correspondences of key points between both frames. We then estimate the coefficients that produce a dense flow field that is consistent with both the matched scene motion and with the general structure of optical flow fields.

4.1. Sparse feature matching

Our algorithm starts by estimating \( K \) sparse feature matches across neighboring frames; i.e., pairs of points \( \{(p_k, q_k)\}, k = 1 \ldots K \). \( p_k \) is the 2D location of a (usually visually distinct) feature point in frame 1, and \( q_k \) is the corresponding feature point location in frame 2. Each of these correspondences induces a displacement vector \( v_k = q_k - p_k = (v_{k,x}, v_{k,y})^\top \). Using sparse features has two main advantages. First, it provides a coarse estimate of image and object motions while being relatively cheap computationally. Second, it establishes long range correspondences, which are difficult for traditional, dense flow methods to estimate \([9, 50, 53]\).

Figure 3 shows the projection of a ground truth flow field from Sintel onto the first 500 principal components.

First, we normalize the image contrast using CLAHE \([55]\) to increase detail that can be captured by the feature detectors. Then, we use the features from \([17]\), which are designed for visual odometry applications. We found that to match features across video frames, these features work much better than image matching features such as SURF or SIFT. The latter are invariant against a wide range of geometric deformations which rarely occur in adjacent frames of a video, and hence return a large number of mismatches. Furthermore, the features we use are computationally much cheaper: currently, matching across two frames in MPI-Sintel takes on average 80 ms. Using sparse features creates the problem of low coverage in unstructured image regions. However, this problem also exists in classical optical flow: If image structure is missing, the data term becomes ambiguous, and flow computation relies on the regularization, just as our approach relies on the learned basis for interpolation.

Feature matches will always include outliers. We account for these in the matching process by formulating our optimization in a robust manner below. Figure 4(a) shows a frame and Fig. 4(c) the corresponding features. Features shown in blue have an error of less than 3 pixels; features with greater errors are red.

4.2. Regression: From sparse to dense

Extending the sparse feature matches to a dense optical flow field is a regression problem. Using our learned flow basis vectors \( b_n \), this can be formulated as finding the weighted linear combination of flow basis vectors that best
explains the detected feature matches. The weights then define the dense flow field.

First, consider a basic version of the method. This can be expressed as a simple least squares problem in the unknown $w = (w_1, \ldots, w_N)^T$:

$$\hat{w} = \arg\min_w \|Aw - y\|_2^2 \quad (2)$$

with

$$A = \begin{pmatrix} b_{1,x}(p_1) & b_{N,x}(p_1) & \vdots & \cdots & b_{1,x}(p_K) & b_{N,x}(p_K) \\ \vdots & \vdots & \ddots & \ddots & \vdots & \vdots \\ b_{1,y}(p_1) & b_{N,y}(p_1) & \vdots & \cdots & b_{1,y}(p_K) & b_{N,y}(p_K) \end{pmatrix}. \quad (3)$$

We use nearest neighbor interpolation to compute the elements at fractional coordinates; better interpolation did not increase the accuracy in our experiments. $y = (v_{1,x}, \ldots, v_{K,x}, v_{1,y}, \ldots, v_{K,y})^T$ contains the motion of the matched points.

Solving Eq. (2) yields $\hat{w}$, and thus the estimated dense optical flow field

$$u_{est} = \sum_{n=1}^N \hat{w}_n b_n. \quad (4)$$

Unfortunately, the sparse feature matches usually contain outliers. Since the search for feature matches is done across the whole image (i.e., the spatial extent of feature motion is not limited), the errors caused by bad matches are often large, and thus can have a large influence on the solution of Eq. (2). Therefore, we solve a robust version of Eq. (2)

$$\tilde{w} = \arg\min_w \rho \left( \|Aw - y\|_2^2 \right) \quad (5)$$

where $\rho(\cdot)$ is the robust Cauchy function

$$\rho(x^2) = \frac{\sigma^2}{2} \log \left( 1 + \left( \frac{x}{\sigma} \right)^2 \right). \quad (6)$$

The parameter $\sigma$ controls the sensitivity to outliers. Note that (6) is just one of many possible robust estimators [6]. We found the Cauchy estimator to work well.

If the input images have a different resolution than the flow basis, we first detect the features at full resolution, and scale their locations to the resolution of our flow basis. The weights are then estimated at this resolution, and the resulting optical flow field is upsampled and scaled again to the resolution of the input images.

Note that one could also estimate the coefficients using classical, dense estimation of parametric optical flow [31]. This is the approach used in [15]. We implemented this method and found, surprisingly, that its accuracy was comparable to our PCA-flow method with sparse feature matches. Because it is much slower, we do not consider it further here; see the Supplemental Material for results and comparisons [1].

### 4.3. Imposing a prior

Equation (5) does not take the distribution of $w$ into account. The simplest prior on $w$ is given by the eigenvalues computed during PCA on the training flow fields. New sequences may have quite different statistics, however. In KITTI, for example, the motion is caused purely by the ego-motion of a car, and thus is less general than our training data. While KITTI and MPI-Sintel contain training data, the amount of data is insufficient to learn the full flow basis. We can, however, keep the basis fixed and adapt the prior. Since the prior lies in the 500-dimensional subspace defined by our flow basis, this requires much less training data. Given ground truth flow fields (e.g., from KITTI or Sintel), we project these onto our generic flow basis and compute $\Gamma$, the inverse covariance matrix of the coefficients.

We express our prior using a Tikhonov regularizer on $w$:

$$\tilde{w} = \arg\min_w \rho \left( \|Aw - y\|_2^2 \right) + \lambda \|\Gamma w\|_2. \quad (7)$$

Intuitively, if a certain coefficient does not vary much in the projection of the training set onto the flow bases, we restrict this coefficient to small values during inference. When training data is available, this regularizer improves performance significantly.

We solve Eq. (7) using Iterative Reweighted Least Squares and refer to the method as PCA-Flow. Figure 4 shows the results of our method (4(f)) in comparison to two simpler methods that interpolate from sparse features to a dense flow field, nearest-neighbor interpolation (4(d)) and image-guided interpolation [22] (4(e)). These generic interpolation methods cannot detect and eliminate outliers.
caused by wrong feature matches. Thus, their average end-point errors on the Sintel test set (linear: 9.07 px; guided: 8.44 px) are higher than our basic method, PCA-Flow (7.74 px).

5. Dense motion from sparse layers

While the smooth flow fields generated by PCA-Flow may be appropriate for some applications, many applications require accurate motion boundaries. To that end, we develop a method that generates proposals using a layered method and combines them using image evidence.

5.1. Sparse layers

Here, we assume that a full optical flow field is composed of \( M \) simpler motions, where one of the motions is assigned to each pixel. The flow in each layer is represented by our learned basis as above with one modification: Since the motion of each layer should be simpler than for the full flow field, we change the prior. To obtain a layered representation for training, we first cluster the motion fields in our training set into layers with similar motions. Then, we compute \( \mathbf{w} \) for each of the layers, compute the covariance matrix \( \Sigma \) from the weights of all segments across the whole training set, and use \( \mathbf{R} = \Sigma^{-1} \) in Eq. 7.

To compute the simpler motions at test time, we first cluster sparse feature matches using an EM algorithm with hard assignments\(^1\). To initialize, we cluster the features into \( M \) clusters using K-Means. The assignments of features to layers at iteration \( i \) are represented as assignment variables \( a_k^{(i)}, k = 1 \ldots K \), where \( a_k^{(i)} = m \) means that feature point \( p_k \) is assigned to layer \( m \). Given a set of layers, the distance of a feature point \( p_k \) to a layer \( m \) in iteration \( i \) is given as

\[
d^{(i)}(p_k, m) = \|u_{m}^{(i-1)}(p_k) - v_k\|_2 + \alpha \|p_k - \text{median}(p_k | a_k^{(i-1)} = m)\|_2
\]

\( u_m \) is the optical flow field of layer \( m \), \( v_k \) are the feature displacements as defined above. The right part is the distance of point \( p_k \) to the median of all features assigned to \( m \) in the previous iteration; initially, the medians are initialized to the center of the image. \( \alpha \) is a weighting factor.

The features are then hard-assigned to the layers

\[
a_k^{(i)} = \arg\min_m d^{(i)}(p_k, m)
\]

and the layers are updated to

\[
w_m^{(i)} = \text{estimate}\left(\{p_k | a_k^{(i)} = m\}\right)
\]

where estimate (\( \cdot \)) solves Eq. 7 using a given subset of features. Since the motion of each layer is simpler than the motion of the whole image, the layers do not have to capture fine spatial detail. Consequently we reduce the number of linear coefficients from 500 to 100; this is sufficient for good results. We iteratively solve Eqs. (8)–(10) for 20 iterations, or until the assignments \( a_k \) do not change anymore.

5.2. Combining the layers

The estimated layers give motion for their assigned features but we have created a new interpolation problem. We do not know which of the non-feature pixels correspond to which layer. Consequently we develop a method to combine the layers into a dense flow field. Several methods have been propose in the literature for related problems [27, 32]. Here we use a simple MRF model.

The layer estimation step generates \( M \) approximate optical flow fields, represented by their coefficients \( \mathbf{w}_m \), and the final assignment variables \( a_k \), denoting which motion model. We treat each layer’s motion as a proposal. In addition to these \( M \) flow fields, we compute two additional flow proposals: a simple homography model, robustly fit to all matched features, and the full approximate flow field, \( \text{i.e.} \) solving Eq. (7) with all features and 500 principal components (“global model”). Therefore, \( M = M + 2 \).

At each image location \( x \), the task is now to assign a label \( l(x) \in 1 \ldots M \), with the best flow model at this pixel. Then, the final optical flow field \( \mathbf{u}_{\text{final}}(x) \) is given as

\[
\mathbf{u}_{\text{final}}(x) = \sum_{m=1}^{M} \delta[l(x)]= m \mathbf{u}_m(x).
\]

Finding \( l(x) \) can be formulated as an energy minimization problem, which can be solved via multi-class graph cuts [8]:

\[
\hat{l} = \arg\min_l \sum_x E_u(x, l(x)) + \gamma \sum_{y \in n(x)} E_p(x, y, l(x), l(y))
\]

where \( E_u \) and \( E_p \) are unary and pairwise energies, respectively, and \( n(x) \) denotes the 4-neighborhood of \( x \). Omitting the arguments \( x, l(x) \), the unaries \( E_u \) are defined as

\[
E_u = E_{\text{warp}} + \gamma c E_{\text{cost}} + \gamma_l E_{\text{loc}}.
\]

Warping cost. The warping cost \( E_{\text{warp}} \) is a rectified brightness and gradient constancy term:

\[
E_{\text{warp}}(x, l(x)) = 1 - \exp\left(-\frac{c(x, l(x))^2}{\sigma_w}\right)
\]

\[
c(x, l(x)) = \left\| \begin{array}{c}
I_1(x) - I_2(x + \mathbf{u}_{l(x)}) \\
\nabla_x I_1(x) - \nabla_x I_2(x + \mathbf{u}_{l(x)}) \\
\n\nabla_y I_1(x) - \nabla_y I_2(x + \mathbf{u}_{l(x)})
\end{array} \right\|_2
\]

\(^1\)Soft assignments did not significantly change the results, and increased the runtime.


**Color cost.** We build an appearance model for each layer using the pixel colors at the feature points assigned to this layer. This helps especially in occluded regions, where the warping error is high, but the color provides a good cue about which layer to use.

\[
E_{\text{col}}(x, l(x)) = -\log p_l(x) (I_1 (x))
\]

\[
p_l(x) (I_1 (x)) = \mathcal{N}(\mu_k, \Sigma_k)
\]

where \(\mu_m, \Sigma_m\) are computed from the pixels \(\{I_1 (p_k) \mid a_k = m\}\). Here, we use simple multivariate Gaussian distributions as color models; we found these to perform as well as or better than multi-component Gaussian Mixture Models. For the homography model, we fit the distribution to all inlier features; for the global model, we fit it to all features.

**Feature location cost.** Lastly, we note that the features assigned to a given layer are often spatially clustered, and the quality of the model decreases for regions far away from the features. Therefore, we encourage spatial compactness of the layers using \(E_{\text{loc}}(x, l(x)) = \) \[1 - \sum_{k \mid a_k = l(x)} \frac{1}{\sqrt{2\pi\sigma_l^2}} \exp \left( -\frac{(x - p_k)^2}{\sigma_l^2} \right) \]

For the homography model, we again use only the inlier features, for the global model we use all.

**Image-modulated smoothness.** To enforce spatial smoothness, we use the image-modulated pairwise Potts energy from GrabCut [40]:

\[
E_{p}(x, y, l(x), l(y)) = -\delta[l(x) = l(y)] \exp \left( -\frac{(I_1 (x) - I_2 (y))^2}{2\mathbb{E}[ \lVert \nabla I_1 \rVert^2 ]} \right)
\]

with \(\mathbb{E}[\cdot]\) denoting the expected value. This energy encourages spatial smoothness of the layer labels between pixels, unless there is a strong gradient in the image. It thus allows the layer labels to change at image boundaries.

### 6. Evaluation

This section describes the performance of our algorithm in terms of accuracy on standard optical flow datasets. Additionally, we provide runtime information, and relate this to other current optical flow algorithms. All parameters are determined using cross validation on the available training sets. For PCA-Layers, we use \(M = 6\) layers. For the other parameter values, experiments on the impact of the number of principal components as well as the feature matches, and more visual results, please see the Supplemental Material [1].

#### 6.1. Evaluation on optical flow datasets

**MPI-Sintel.** Figure 5 shows an example from the clean pass of the training set of the MPI-Sintel optical flow benchmark for both PCA-Flow and PCA-Layers. PCA-Flow pro-
roduces an oversmoothed optical flow field, but can correctly estimate most of the long-range motion. By computing and combining multiple layers, PCA-Layers is able to compute good motion and precisely locate motion boundaries.

On the Sintel test set, PCA-Flow currently ranks at place 22 of 36 on both the final pass (EPE = 8.65 px) and the clean pass (EPE = 6.83 px). While not the most accurate method, it only requires 190 ms per frame, while consistently outperforming the widely used methods LDOF and Classic+NL. Notably, we outperform GPUIFlow [54], which we used to generate the training data. GPUIFlow takes 2 s per frame, and achieves an average EPE of 12.64 px (clean) and 11.93 px (final).

Since the optical flow field generated by our method has a low spatial resolution, we compare it to Classic+NLP at an image resolution of 64x32 px. At this resolution, Classic+NLP achieves an EPE of 10.01 px, significantly worse than PCA-Flow, and requires 1.9 s per pair of frames.

PCA-Layers performs much better, with place 10 of 36 on the final pass, and 9 of 36 on the clean pass. It performs particularly well in the unmatched regions, where it ranks 5 of 36 on both passes. This demonstrates that our learned basis captures the structure of the optical flow well enough to make "educated guesses" about regions that are only visible in one frame of a pair.

KITTI. In addition to Sintel, we tested our method on the KITTI benchmark [16]. Since KITTI contains scenes recorded from a moving vehicle, we expect the subspace of possible motions to be relatively low-dimensional. Figure 6 shows an example. Note how we are able to accurately estimate the motion of the hedge on the right side, and how the boundaries are much sharper using PCA-Layers.

On the KITTI test set we obtain an average EPE (Avg–All) on all pixels of 6.2 px for PCA-Flow and 5.2 px for PCA-Layers. While the flow in KITTI is purely caused by the low-dimensional motion of the car, a segmentation into layers helps to better capture motion boundaries. All other published methods faster than 5 s per frame perform worse in average EPE, the next best being TGV2CENSUS with 6.6 px at a runtime of 4 s. No CPU-based method with similar accuracy to ours is faster than 10 s per frame.

In the Out–Noc metric (percentage of pixels with an error > 3 px), PCA-Flow ranks 40 of 63 (15.67%) and PCA-Layers ranks 34 of 63 (12.02%). These results reflect the approximate nature of our flow fields.

6.2. Timings

On a current CPU (Intel Xeon i7), the PCA-Flow algorithm takes on average 190 ms per frame on the MPI-Sintel dataset. 80 milliseconds are used for the feature matching. One advantage of our algorithm is that, when using longer sequences such as those from MPI-Sintel, the features for each frame have to be computed only once, which eliminates roughly 20 milliseconds runtime per frame. Fitting the flow basis itself requires approximately 90 milliseconds. PCA-Layers is significantly slower, requiring on average 3.2 seconds per pair of frames. Our implementation uses Python and its OpenCV bindings. The core IRLS algorithm is implemented in C++ using Armadillo [41]. Figure 7 plots the best and fastest published methods on Sintel and KITTI in the EPE-runtime plane. Generally, all methods faster than PCA-Flow require a GPU, and achieve a much higher endpoint error. On the other hand, all methods that are more accurate than PCA-Layers are significantly slower.

7. Conclusion and future work

To summarize, this paper makes several contributions. First, we demonstrate the feasibility of computing a basis for global optical flow fields from a large amount of training data. Second, we show how this basis can be used with different datasets and scenarios, showing good generalization capabilities. Third, we propose an algorithm to efficiently estimate approximate optical flow, using sparse feature matches and the learned basis. Fourth, we develop a sparse layered optical flow method that is more efficient than existing dense layered methods. To do so, we combine several PCA-Flow fields using image evidence to improve accuracy and produce sharp motion boundaries. Fifth, we evaluate both algorithms on two current, challenging datasets for optical flow estimation. Our results suggest that sparse-to-dense methods can compete on accuracy with current non-sparse methods while achieving state-of-the-art efficiency using a standard CPU.

The existing basis vectors appear sufficient for the task and future work should focus on “assembling” coherent flow fields from the layer flows. Our current MRF is quite simple and much more sophisticated models exist for scene segmentation. In particular, including higher level scene classification and segmentation into the flow generation process holds promise. Still, even in its current form, the combination of speed and accuracy opens up opportunities to apply optical flow to new problems involving large video databases. In addition to speed, here the compactness of the optical flow descriptor that PCA-Flow provides is also beneficial, and we are currently exploring the use of PCA-Flow for large-scale video classification and indexing.

Lastly, our methods assume a linear subspace. While this does not necessarily reflect the reality of flow, preliminary experiments with other subspace extraction methods did not improve accuracy. Investigating the true structure of the subspace of optical flow remains future work.
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2 For Sintel, we used the timings as reported by the authors.
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